Chair
Fredrik Nordstroem, Representative (ASD-Europe)
fredrik.nordstroem@airbus.com

Vice-chair
John Walker, Representative (ISO)
johnwalker@thepadinagroup.com

Community of Interest 1 – Small UAS manufacturers
Stakeholder organizations: Aerospace Industries Association, Alliance for Drone Innovation, AUVSI, Drone Alliance Europe, Drone Manufacturers Alliance Europe, Small UAV Coalition, UVS International

Christian Struwe, Representative (Drone Manufacturers Alliance Europe)
christian.struwe@dji.com
Christoph Raab, Alternate (Drone Alliance Europe)
craab@dronealliance.eu

Community of Interest 2 – Small UAC operators
Stakeholder organizations: AUVSI, Confederation of European Security Services, Drone Alliance Europe, Small UAV Coalition, UVS International, Civil Use Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems, Dutch Association for RPAS, Association of Certified UAS Operators, Australia

Tracy Lamb, Representative (AUVSI)
tlamb@auvsi.org
Stephane Morelli, Alternate (UVS International)
stephane.morelli@azurdrones.com
Community of Interest 3 – UTM hardware and software manufacturers
Stakeholder organizations: AUVSI, Global UTM Association, UVS International

Fanni Lukácsy, Representative (GUTMA)
flukacsy@gutma.org
Andres van Swalm, Alternate (UVS International)
andres.vanswalm@unifly.aero

Community of Interest 4 – ANSP and controllers, UTM/U-Space providers
Stakeholder organizations: Civil Air Navigation Services Organization, IFATCA

Doug Davis, Representative (CANSO)
doug.davis@ngc.com
Jens Lehmann, Alternate (IFATCA)
jenslehmannmail@gmail.com

Community of Interest 5 – Communications providers
Stakeholder organizations: GSMA, Inmarsat

Marina Solin, Representative (GSMA)
msolin@gsma.com
Vacant, Alternate

Community of Interest 6 – General aviation

Craig Spence, Representative (IAOPA)
craig.spence@aopa.org
Susanne Schodel, Alternate (FAI)
sec.gen@fai.org
Community of Interest 7/8 – Manufacturers of large UAS and manned aircraft

Stakeholder organizations: Aerospace Industries Association, AUVSI, European Aerospace and Defence Industry Association, UVS International, UAV DACH

Fredrik Nordstroem, Representative (ASD-Europe)
fredrik.nordstroem@airbus.com
David Silver, Representative (AIA)
david.silver@aia-aerospace.org
Leslie Riegle, Alternate (AIA)
leslie.riegle@aia-aerospace.org
Benjamyn Scott, Alternate (ASD-Europe)
benjamyn.scott@asd-europe.org

Community of Interest 9 – Commercial aviation operators

Stakeholder organizations: A4A, A4E, European Helicopter Association, IATA, UVS International

Ingo Lueschen, Representative (A4E)
Ingo.Lueschen@lhconsulting.com
Mike Cirillo, Alternate (A4A)
mcirillo@airlines.org
Carlos Cirilo, Alternate (IATA)
ciriloc@iata.org

Community of Interest 10 – Commercial manned and unmanned pilots

Stakeholder organizations: European Cockpit Association, IFALPA, Air Line Pilots Association (ALPA)

Thomas Mildenberger, Representative (IFALPA)
thomas.mildenberger@vcockpit.de
Jim Pala, Alternate (ALPA)
jim.pala@alpa.org
Community of Interest 11 – Standards Bodies


John Walker, Representative (ISO)
johnwalker@thepadinagroup.com
Sergiu Marzac, Alternate (EUROCAE)
sergiu.marzac@eurocae.net

At-large
Gregory Walden, Representative (Small UAV Coalition)
gwalden@mwcllc.com
Michael Wieland, Representative (UAV DACH)
Michael.wieland@uavdach.org
George Li, Alternate (SF-Express)
lidongqi@sf-express.com
Mildred Troegeler, Alternate (Boeing)
Mildred.troegeler@boeing.com